
Introducing the Lockwood Academy II Floor-standing Loudspeaker 
featuring a 15” Driver. The Academy II represents the pinnacle of our 
Academy design, showcasing our renowned 15” Lockwood Green 
HPD/SL point-source driver.

Elevate your musical journey with the Lockwood Academy II
speaker. Its exceptional performance unveils an immersive 3D 
soundstage with unparalleled depth, enveloping you in a music
experience like no other. Each note springs to life with precision 
and intricacy, owing to its impressive speed and dynamism.

The Lockwood Academy II loudspeaker houses a distinctive 
15-inch point-source driver, ensuring the music maintains its
intended unity. This guarantees an authentic and lifelike sound
that remains faithful to the artist’s vision.

Tailored for devoted audiophiles in pursuit of sonic perfection,
the Lockwood Academy II epitomises auditory indulgence. 
Painstakingly hand-crafted using premium components,
its compact floor-standing design employs a sophisticated
crossover system, yielding sound quality that surpasses
expectations and boasts unrivalled purity and accuracy.

Whether you’re revelling in your cherished albums within an
intimate space or embarking on an audiophile journey, the
Lockwood Academy II promises an extraordinary experience
beyond the ordinary. Bringing the aura of a professional recording 
studio to your living space, the Lockwood Academy loudspeaker 
embodies a fusion of premium materials and acoustic mastery,
meticulously engineered to produce an effortless natural sound 
that’s unparalleled in its clarity and detail.

Floor-standing Loudspeaker with 15” Dual Concentric Driver
Ignite Your Music’s True Potential & Immerse in Unmatched 
Power and Dynamics

Lockwood Academy II Technical Specs

Dimensions
Width: 536mm     |     Depth: 308mm      |      Height: 844mm

Power Rating
75 Watts (Integrated Material)

Loudspeaker Drive Unit
15 Inch (385mm) Lockwood Green HPD/SL

Impedance
8 Ohms

Cabinet / Design
Free Standing Infinite Baffle 18mm Birchwood

Weight ( Approx. )
38 kg

Input Connectors
Tom Evans Audio Design Pure Copper Binding Posts

Crossover Network
Lockwood A Series Crossover

Frequency Range
30-20,000 HZ

Decorative Finish
Unique Walnut Veneer


